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2016/17 Instructional Program Review UPDATE

 

PROGRAM REVIEW DATA AND RESOURCES

File Attachments:

1. BUSE_Annual_Student_Outcomes_2016.pdf  (See appendix)

2. BUSE_Student_Characteristics.pdf  (See appendix)

3. FHP_Report_BUSE.pdf  (See appendix)

 

Participants (REQUIRED)

Lead Writer: Lisa Shapiro

Liaison: Dr. Dina Myoshi

Department Chair: Dr. Mark Abajian

Dean: Dr. Danene Brown

 

Updates (REQUIRED)

The mission of the Business Administration program is: To inspire and enable student success in diverse business
environments while fostering cultural awareness, community responsibility, and leadership. To provide students with a
broad academic foundation, a precise scholarship skill set, and to promote specific learning goals leading to career and
technical education, certificates and degrees, with an emphasis on degree transfer programs.

The Business Administration program continues to be a vibrant and active part of San Diego Mesa College. In the spring of
2016, we added one new faculty member, Amanda Horner. Ms. Horner is teaching our core courses, including Introduction
to Business (100), and Business Communications (119), both in class and online. Her specialty is marketing and social
media, and she is also working with the marketing program to teach existing courses, and to develop new classes. This is
a great addition to the program, and we expect to offer social media classes in conjunction with the Entrepreneurship
degree in 2017.

During the past program review cycle, our request for an additional faculty member was approved. In fall 2016, we will
post the announcement, with hiring expected in spring 2017. The program is hoping to add a faculty member with
expertise in the area of Business Law. This is one of the core classes we teach as part of the Associate Degree for
Transfer in Business Administration. As such, there is high demand for this class, and yet to date it is taught solely by
adjunct instructors. We are looking forward to bringing another faculty into the department, and we anticipate that a
fulltime instructor in the discipline of Business Law will be advantageous to the program and to our students.

At the beginning of the fall 2016 semester, we launched the Small Business Management and Entrepreneurship degree
into Curricunet. This new degree/certificate is the result of collaboration and research, and is responsive to the demand
for entrepreneurs and small business owners in San Diego. During the prior semester, an entrepreneurship course was
developed and launched. Entrepreneurship 125 will be part of the new degree/certificate. We believe that this degree will
meet the needs of students who are focused on career and technical education, and, because it includes the necessary
courses for transfer, students who want entrepreneurial education while pursuing a baccalaureate degree will also
benefit.

One of the strengths of the Business Administration program is that we are in tune with and responsive to the broader
business community. We have an active Advisory Board that has assisted in the development of our new
degree/certificate, and has also been proactive and participatory in campus events, such as the Pitch Competition
sponsored by the Business Administration program. Another strength of the program has been our responsiveness to the
stated campus mission for student equity and success. Our staff participate in professional development activities such as
the certification for Teaching Men of Color. We have worked closely with faculty across different disciplines, such as the
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the certification for Teaching Men of Color. We have worked closely with faculty across different disciplines, such as the
English department, and we have been proactive in monitoring our data on student success and adjusting course
learning outcomes to increase student retention and success.

In spring 2016, Assistant Professor Howard Eskew received a mini-grant from the committee for campus equity in order to
develop the Entrepreneurship course. Students from diverse backgrounds may face barriers in the business world, and
many turn to small business ownership as a viable path to career success. Thus, developing an entrepreneurship course,
and a certificate and degree in Small Business Management and Entrepreneurship, is one of the many ways in which our
program demonstrates a commitment to equity. Assistant Professor Lisa Shapiro includes a specific diversity project in her
Business Communications (119) course. In the spring of 2016, several of her students conducted a campus-wide survey
of student awareness regarding the issue of gender identity and bathrooms. This project came at a time when this issue
was in the current news cycle, and under discussion at the district level. Professor Shapiro's students created a video of
their findings and recommendations, and this information was shared with the Dean of Student Services. These are just a
few examples of the ways in which our program practices and asserts a commitment to diversity, student equity and
student success.

With this program review update, the Business Administration program is pleased to note that our local and state
economies have improved, and this economic strength is reflected in the outlook and experience of our students. As will
be noted later in the program review, with the discussion of data, the demographics of our students continues to change,
and the trend is toward younger students. Working professionals are more likely to remain in the workforce, given our
stronger economy. Because the labor market is strong, there continues to be high need for career and technical
education. The Business Administration program works with San Diego Workforce Development, and is part of the Strong
Workforce Task Force.

As will also be noted later in this program review, our program has successfully updated and mapped all of our course
learning outcomes to program and institutional learning outcomes. We are pleased with our collaborative approach to
CLOs, and we anticipate that these updated CLOs will be informative as we continue to develop and refine our courses
with the intention of increasing student retention and success.

 

 

Outcomes and Assessment (REQUIRED)

Form: Outcomes and Assessment 2016/17 - Instructional Questions (See appendix)

File Attachments:

1. 2016-17 Course Learning Outcomes Assessment & Action Plan BUSE 119 FA 2016.docx  (See appendix)

2. Course Learning Outcomes and Mapping Form - BUSE 100.xlsx  (See appendix)

3. Course Learning Outcomes and Mapping Form - BUSE 101.xlsx  (See appendix)

4. Course Learning Outcomes and Mapping Form - BUSE 115.xlsx  (See appendix)

5. Course Learning Outcomes and Mapping Form - BUSE 120.xlsx  (See appendix)

6. Course Learning Outcomes and Mapping Form - BUSE 140.xlsx  (See appendix)

7. Course Learning Outcomes and Mapping Form - BUSE 150.xlsx  (See appendix)

8. Course Learning Outcomes and Mapping Form - BUSE 155.xlsx  (See appendix)

9. Course Learning Outcomes and Mapping Form - BUSE 201.xlsx  (See appendix)

 IE Data Analysis (REQUIRED)

Form: Instructional Data Analysis - Program Review 2016/17 (See appendix)

Program Goals
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Business Administration/Management 2014-2015 Goal 1: Advisory Committee

Goal

Goal Mapping

Develop Business Administration Advisory Committee
The goal is to develop an adivisory committee to provide input
into program curriculum, and to foster networking and
communication between the Business Administration program
and the greater San Diego area business community. To achieve
this goal we will work with a regional advisory committee and the
region's sector navigators.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 3.2, Strategic Goal 3.3,
Institutional Learning Outcomes: Global Awareness:,
Personal Actions and Civic Responsibility:, Technological
Awareness:

 

Business Administration/Management 2014-2015 Goal 2: Entrepreneurship Program

Goal

Goal Mapping

Develop curriculum for an entrepreneurial degree or
certificate.
Work with the small business development centers, the sector
navigators, work force development, and members of an
advisory board in order to develop the courses and curriculum
for a degree or certificate in the area of business
entrepreneurship.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 4.1

 

Small Business Management/Entrepreneurship
Develop Small Business Management/Entrepreneurship
Certificate, and hire content expert to assist in the development
of new curriculum.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.6

 

Business Administration/Management 2014-2015 Goal 3: Financial Management Curriculum

Goal

Goal Mapping

Develop and expand financial management curriculum
Develop curriculum that can provide the framework and
foundation for a financial managment certificate, associates
degree, and/or degree for transfer.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal 1.6

 

Retail Management Curriculum and Certificate
Develop CTE workforce curriculum in the area of Retail
Management.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.6,
Strategic Goal 3.2, Strategic Goal 3.3, Strategic Goal 4.1,
Strategic Goal 4.2, Strategic Goal 5.2

 

Financial Literacy Workshops
Workshops to create awareness and understanding of personal
financial concepts and practices, and to motivate positive and
practical financial behaviors. Teach proactive financial habits for
students.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.3,
Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal 2.2, Strategic Goal 3.3,
Strategic Goal 4.1, Strategic Goal 5.1
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Business Administration/Management 2014-2015 Goal 4: Hire New Faculty

Goal

Goal Mapping

Hire Business Law Faculty
The goal is to hire one full-time contract faculty member to
teach Business Law.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.3,
Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal 1.6

 

Business Administration/Management 2014-2015 Goal 5: Review/Update Course Prerequisites for Business
119

Goal

Goal Mapping

Update/Revise prerequisites for Business 119
Research and revise the Business 119 (Business
Communications) prerequisites to determine if basic english
skills should be included.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.4

 

Business Administration/Management 2014-2015 Goal 6: Student Learning Outcomes

Goal

Goal Mapping

Update program and course outcomes.
Update program and course SLOs. Develop an efficient and
consistent assessment and reporting procedure.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 4.1, Strategic Goal 4.4

 

Development of projects and rubrics to enhance student
skills in critical thinking, problem-solving, and
communication.
Development of projects that allow students to apply knowledge
to real-world situations. These projects are designed, with rubrics
to assess learning outcomes, for entrepreneurship, business,
and communications classes.

Institutional Learning Outcomes 2016/17:
Communication, Critical Thinking

 

Objectives and Plans
Actions

Business Administration/Management 2014-2015 Goal 2: Entrepreneurship Program

Goal
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Develop curriculum for
an entrepreneurial
degree or certificate.
Work with the small
business development
centers, the sector
navigators, work force
development, and
members of an advisory
board in order to develop
the courses and curriculum
for a degree or certificate
in the area of business
entrepreneurship.

Action: Community College Entrepreneur Pathway  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Secure Funding and Attend Training
at CCEP Instructor Workshop at the Lyles Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at California
State University, Fresno

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean Brown, Dpt.
Chair Professor Abajian, Asst. Professor Eskew

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2016, Fall 2016

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Completion of CCEP Instructor Workshop, membership in National Assoc. for Community
College Entrepreneurship.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Funding for registration and travel to conference at California State
University, Fresno.

Action: Contract with content expert  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Secure funding and contract with
James Hayes of Sage Business & Education.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean Brown, Dpt.
Chair Professor Abajian, Asst. Professor Eskew, Asst. Professor Shapiro

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2016 and Fall 2016

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Development of Entrepreneurship curriculum, and development of activities in support of
the business administration program, such as the "Pitch Contest."

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): contract with content expert

Action: Develop Entrepreneurship Program  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Work with sector navigators to
gain/develop course curriculum specific to entrepreneurship. Explore possibility for creating a new
degree or certificate within the business administration program with an entrepreneurial emphasis.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Core Faculty

Provide a timeline for the actions: Ongoing research to begin in 2015.

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Courses with an entrepreneurial focus added to existing program. Curriculum approval.
Development of degree or certificate.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Research, including travel and conferences. Industry specific software to
enhance program and courses. Long term goals include hiring additional faculty to teach courses.

Supporting Attachments:

Small Business Development Center (Word Document (Open XML)) (See appendix)

resources available from small business development centers for entrepreneurial program
development
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Action: Purchase Hardware and Technology in support of Entrepreneurship program
and certificate.

 

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Source supplies and compare prices
for 3-D printers (3) to assist students in developing prototypes. This is an important component in
Entrepreneurship, and Business 125.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Asst. Prof.
Howard Eskew, Jr.

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2017

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Increased student enrollment in Business 125, and increased certificates and degrees
awarded in Small Business Management and Entrepreneurship.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Product specifications are attached.

Supporting Attachments:

Slash 002 (1) (1).pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document) (See appendix)

Slash 003.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document) (See appendix)

Slash 004.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document) (See appendix)

Business Administration/Management 2014-2015 Goal 4: Hire New Faculty

Goal

Hire Business Law
Faculty
The goal is to hire one full-
time contract faculty
member to teach Business
Law.

Action: Hire New Faculty  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Hire one full time contract faculty to
teach Business Law.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean and core
faculty.

Provide a timeline for the actions: Begin search spring 2015. New faculty to begin fall 2015.

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: New faculty hired.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Budget for facutly hire.

Business Administration/Management 2014-2015 Goal 6: Student Learning Outcomes

Goal

Update program and
course outcomes.
Update program and
course SLOs. Develop an
efficient and consistent
assessment and reporting

Action: Faculty Professional Development  

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Asst. Professor H. Eskew will attend
the 2017 National Business Educators Association and present a workshop on "Enhancing Critical
Thinking, Problem-Solving, and Communication Skills with Class Projects."
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procedure.

 

Asst. Professor Horner will attend a conference in 2017/2018 for online educators.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Asst. Professor H.
Eskew, Asst. Professor Horner, and Dean Brown

Provide a timeline for the actions: April 11-15, 2017 February, 2017, and February 2018

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Class projects and rubrics to enhance SLOs to be presented to faculty at department
meeting in Fall 2017.

Asst. Professor Horner will provide a report on online learning at the department meeting following
her conference.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Convention fee: $270.00; Travel airfare: $250.00;
Hotel accommodations: $1000.00; Meals: $100.00

Travel Funds: $250.00

Action: Update program and course outcomes  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Review each course in the business
administration program and create new student learning outcomes as needed. Update existing
learning outcomes.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: core faculty

Provide a timeline for the actions: Courses should be reviewed on a rotating basis, with at least
one course reviewed each semester.

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: This will be mapped and results will be entered into taskstream as each course is
updated.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other):

Goals Status Report (REQUIRED)
Action Statuses

Business Administration/Management 2014-2015 Goal 2: Entrepreneurship Program

Goal

Develop curriculum for
an entrepreneurial
degree or certificate.
Work with the small
business development
centers, the sector
navigators, work force
development, and
members of an advisory
board in order to develop
the courses and curriculum
for a degree or certificate

Action: Community College Entrepreneur Pathway  

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Secure Funding and Attend Training
at CCEP Instructor Workshop at the Lyles Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at California
State University, Fresno

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean Brown, Dpt.
Chair Professor Abajian, Asst. Professor Eskew

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2016, Fall 2016
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in the area of business
entrepreneurship.

 

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Completion of CCEP Instructor Workshop, membership in National Assoc. for Community
College Entrepreneurship.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Funding for registration and travel to conference at California State
University, Fresno.

Status for Community College Entrepreneur Pathway  

Current Status: Completed

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program: Introduction to Entrepreneurship, Business 125, has been created
and entered into Curricunet. It is undergoing the approval process. The program plans to begin
offering this course in Fall, 2017

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps:

Action: Contract with content expert  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Secure funding and contract with
James Hayes of Sage Business & Education.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean Brown, Dpt.
Chair Professor Abajian, Asst. Professor Eskew, Asst. Professor Shapiro

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2016 and Fall 2016

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Development of Entrepreneurship curriculum, and development of activities in support of
the business administration program, such as the "Pitch Contest."

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): contract with content expert

Status for Contract with content expert  

Current Status: Completed

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program: Members of the Business Advisory Board, including James Hayes
of Sage Education, assisted in planning and implementing the Mesa Pitch Competition. Funds for
the content expert were provided by the sector navigator.

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps:

Action: Develop Entrepreneurship Program  

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Work with sector navigators to
gain/develop course curriculum specific to entrepreneurship. Explore possibility for creating a new
degree or certificate within the business administration program with an entrepreneurial emphasis.
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Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Core Faculty

Provide a timeline for the actions: Ongoing research to begin in 2015.

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Courses with an entrepreneurial focus added to existing program. Curriculum approval.
Development of degree or certificate.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Research, including travel and conferences. Industry specific software to
enhance program and courses. Long term goals include hiring additional faculty to teach courses.

Supporting Attachments:

Small Business Development Center (Word Document (Open XML)) (See appendix)

resources available from small business development centers for entrepreneurial program
development

Status for Develop Entrepreneurship Program  

Current Status: Completed

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program: The Small Business Management and Entrepreneurship degree and
certificate have been drafted and launched into Curricunet. The degree and certificate are now
going through the approval process, and the program hopes to begin offering the new degree and
certificate in Fall, 2017.

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps:

Action: Purchase Hardware and Technology in support of Entrepreneurship program
and certificate.

 

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Source supplies and compare prices
for 3-D printers (3) to assist students in developing prototypes. This is an important component in
Entrepreneurship, and Business 125.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Asst. Prof.
Howard Eskew, Jr.

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2017

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Increased student enrollment in Business 125, and increased certificates and degrees
awarded in Small Business Management and Entrepreneurship.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Product specifications are attached.

Supporting Attachments:

Slash 002 (1) (1).pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document) (See appendix)

Slash 003.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document) (See appendix)

Slash 004.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document) (See appendix)

Status for Purchase Hardware and Technology in support of Entrepreneurship
program and certificate.  
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Current Status: Not started

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps:

Business Administration/Management 2014-2015 Goal 4: Hire New Faculty

Goal

Hire Business Law
Faculty
The goal is to hire one full-
time contract faculty
member to teach Business
Law.

Action: Hire New Faculty  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Hire one full time contract faculty to
teach Business Law.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean and core
faculty.

Provide a timeline for the actions: Begin search spring 2015. New faculty to begin fall 2015.

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: New faculty hired.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Budget for facutly hire.

Status for Hire New Faculty  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps: The position will be posted Fall, 2016, and the hiring committee will conduct interview in
Spring 2017.

Business Administration/Management 2014-2015 Goal 6: Student Learning Outcomes

Goal

Update program and
course outcomes.
Update program and
course SLOs. Develop an
efficient and consistent
assessment and reporting
procedure.

Action: Faculty Professional Development  

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Asst. Professor H. Eskew will attend
the 2017 National Business Educators Association and present a workshop on "Enhancing Critical
Thinking, Problem-Solving, and Communication Skills with Class Projects."

Asst. Professor Horner will attend a conference in 2017/2018 for online educators.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Asst. Professor H.
Eskew, Asst. Professor Horner, and Dean Brown

Provide a timeline for the actions: April 11-15, 2017 February, 2017, and February 2018
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Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Class projects and rubrics to enhance SLOs to be presented to faculty at department
meeting in Fall 2017.

Asst. Professor Horner will provide a report on online learning at the department meeting following
her conference.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Convention fee: $270.00; Travel airfare: $250.00;
Hotel accommodations: $1000.00; Meals: $100.00

Travel Funds: $250.00

Status for Faculty Professional Development  

Current Status: Not started

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps:

Action: Update program and course outcomes  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Review each course in the business
administration program and create new student learning outcomes as needed. Update existing
learning outcomes.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: core faculty

Provide a timeline for the actions: Courses should be reviewed on a rotating basis, with at least
one course reviewed each semester.

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: This will be mapped and results will be entered into taskstream as each course is
updated.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other):

Status for Update program and course outcomes  

Current Status: Completed

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program: Faculty met during professional development week of Fall 2016,
and again during the semester to work on Program and Course Learning Outcomes. Outcomes
were updated and mapped for nine courses.

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps:

Closing the loop on prior year resource allocations (REQUIRED)
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Assistant Professor Amanda Horner, faculty, Business Administration, was hired to teach Business and Marketing courses.
The hiring process took place in Fall, 2015, and Asst. Prof. Horner began teaching in Spring 2016. Asst. Prof. Horner is now
in her second term of the New Faculty Institute, and will begin serving on committees in the spring of 2017 (following one
full academic year of teaching).

Asst. Prof. Horner brings a wealth of important skill and knowledge to the program. Previously, we had only one full-time
faculty member teaching marketing courses, and that faculty member will be taking sabbatical for one year beginning in
2017. Asst. Prof. Horner is ideally situated to take over for the faculty member who will be on sabbatical, and they are
already working to ensure a smooth transition for the program.

Asst. Prof. Horner teaches both on campus and online. She has already been instrumental in assisting with the updating
and mapping of course learning outcomes. She has experience with social media and marketing, key components of our
marketing and communication courses. As we move forward with the Small Business Management and Entrepreneurship
degree and certificate, we anticipate that Asst. Prof. Horner will play a key role in developing new curriculum in social
media and marketing.

Asst. Prof. Horner has been attending all department and advisory board meetings, and has assisted with a number of
campus activities, including Jumpstart on the Mesa, and the Mesa Pitch Competiton.

In Spring 2016, Asst. Professor Howard Eskew, Jr. facilitated the Idea to Innovate Pitch Competition at Mesa College. The
competition included local and statewide components, and was judged by community business professionals. The Mesa
Business Advisory Board and the Mesa Foundation provided active program and fiscal support.
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Request Forms

 

BARC & Facilities Requests

File Attachments:

1. BARC Narrative.docx  (See appendix)

2. BARC_Template_16-17 (14).xlsx  (See appendix)

3. NBEA 2017 Conv 1 (1).pdf  (See appendix)

4. Price Quote - Mesa College 11.11.16 (1) (1).pdf  (See appendix)

5. Slash 001.pdf  (See appendix)

6. Slash 002.pdf  (See appendix)

7. Slash 003.pdf  (See appendix)

8. Slash 004.pdf  (See appendix)

 Classified Staff Requests

 Faculty Position Request 1

Form: Faculty Position Request Form 2016/17 (See appendix)

 Faculty Position Request 2

 Faculty Position Request 3
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